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CHAPTER II 

THEORETICAL REVIEW 

A. Writing 

1. The Definition of Writing 

Communication can be done in two ways: in oral and written 

form. When someone cannot share his ideas by speaking them, he can 

use a written form to communicate with others. Ron in Endah (2010: 

12) stated that writing is discovery process, it involves discovering 

ideals, discovering how to organize them and discovering what that 

you want to put ever to your reader. Writing can make the 

communication easier. 

Writing is a complex process that allows writers to explore 

their ideas. It means that in writing, students have to consider many 

things to build a good writing result such as vocabulary, grammar, 

content, organization and mechanic. It can be concluded that writing is 

a skill which is needed to produce something in a written form 

grammatically, clearly, meaningfully, and readably to communicate or 

give information to the reader. 

Writing is a skill that enables an individual to write lucidly, 

coherently, and grammatically, or to handwrite legibly with ease and 

speed (www.education.com).  Writing skills are needed to compose 

meaningful text of sentences, communicating ideas, or information in 
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order to make the readers get what the writer means. In line with the 

definition of writing, Hornby (2000: 502) says that to write means to 

produce something in a written form, so that people can read, perform 

or use it.   

2. The Criteria of Good Writing 

To make a good writing, someone needs to fulfil the criteria 

of writing first. Adelstein and Pival in Tarigan (1994: 6) state that a 

good writing has some characteristics: 

a. A good writing result shows the abilities of the writer in using the 

tones. 

b. A good writing result shows the abilities of the writer in arranging 

the materials to be a good structure. 

c. A good writing result shows the abilities of the writer to write 

clearly (unambiguously), to use the sentence structure, language, 

and example well. Therefore, the meaning is in line to what the 

writer‟s want. It, therefore, makes the writer easy to understand the 

explicit and implicit meaning. 

d. A good writing result shows the ability of the writer to write 

surely: it can take the reader‟s interest to the main ideas of the 

writing; it can describe the main idea clearly and logically. In this 

case, the writer has to make good phrases. The words used must 

support the main ideas which want to be reached harmonically. 
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e. A good writing shows the ability of the writer to criticize his draft 

of writing and the revise it to get a better one. The key of the 

success in writing is the willingness and the abilities of the writer 

in revising his first draft. 

f. A good writing result shows the pride of the writer to his writing; 

the willingness to use a good punctuation, to reread the words 

meaning in correlation to the grammar used before sending it to the 

readers. A good writer knows well that those things are important 

since they may give a bad effect to the results. 

It means that writing activity needs creativity and willingness of the 

writer to make it good. 

3. The Procedure of Writing  

When someone wants to make a good writing, he does not only need to 

know the criteria of a good writing but also the procedure of writing. 

Harmer (2004: 4-5) states that process of writing has four main 

elements. Those are planning, drafting, editing and final version. 

a. Planning 

Experienced writer plan what they are going to write. Before 

starting to write, they try to decide what they are going to say. 

When planning, the writers have to think about three main issues, 

they are: 

1. The purpose of their writing that will influence the language 

use, and the information they choose to be concluded. 
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2. The audience they are writing for. This will influence not only 

the shape of writing (how it is laid out, how the paragraph are 

structured, etc.), but also the choice of language. 

3. The content structure of the writing. That is how best the 

sequence acts, ideas or arguments which they have decided to 

be included. 

b. Drafting 

Writers can refer to the first version of a piece of writing as a draft. 

In the writing process, drafting is for helping the writers to write 

ideas for the first, second, third and so on until the last. 

c. Editing (Reflecting and Revising) 

Once writers have produced a draft, and then they usually read 

what they have written to see where it works and does not. 

Reflecting and revising are often helped by the other readers (or 

editors) who comment and make suggestion. Therefore, it helps the 

author to make appropriate revision. 

d. Final Version 

Once writers have edited their draft and made the changes, they 

consider to be necessary, they produce their final version. Here, the 

writer is ready to send the written text to the intended audience. 

4. The Students‟ Problem in Writing  

There are some problems faced by the students when they learn 

writing: 
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a. Organizing Idea 

The problem usually faced by students in writing 

composition is about how to organize the idea into sentences. 

Someone needs to pay much attention in making a good sentence 

especially in grammar. Mostly, the students are not careful enough 

with what they write. So sometimes they are missing one of the 

aspects of sentence pattern, for example missing the subject or the 

predicate. 

In writing a composition, the students usually write the 

content which is not suitable with the theme. It happens because 

the students get difficulties in developing their idea and sometimes 

they do not know what they will write. 

Someone can write composition well if the rule of writing 

paragraphs is known well. It must be started by choosing the 

theme, and then making an outline which can help him in arranging 

the sentence or paragraph. By those ways, some mistakes in 

writing composition can be avoided. Of course, the content of the 

composition will be suitable with the theme. 

b. Lack of Vocabulary 

Vocabulary also becomes an important part in writing. If 

the vocabularies are not mastered well, the students will get 

difficulties in writing. 
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Most of the students face this problem because they do not 

master the vocabularies. So, they often write sentences which are 

not communicative. The incorrect words are chosen by the students 

when they want to write something in their composition. 

c. Grammar Accuracy 

As the students try to make composition, they are always 

confused whether their sentences are grammatically correct or not. 

Generally, most of the beginner students do not master English 

grammar well. They just start to learn English so their competence 

is still weak especially in grammar. It becomes problem when they 

have to make composition which consist of sentences. 

(Nurgiyantoro, 2001: 298-299) 

B. Recount Text 

1. The Definition of Recount Text 

As Wardiman, et al. (2008: 79) state that recount text is a text 

which retells events for the purpose of informing or entertaining. In 

line with it, Priyana, et al. (2008: 91) state that a recount text tells what 

happened with the purpose to document a series of events and evaluate 

their significance in some way. Based on the previous explanation, it 

can be said that recount text is a text which is used to retell or inform 

to other about some past events in sequence.  
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2. The Types of Recount Text 

There are some types of recount text, namely: 

a. Personal Recount 

It usually retells an event that the writer was personally involved 

in. 

b. Factual Recount 

It is recording an incident, eg: a science experiment, police report. 

c. Imaginative Recount 

It is writing an imaginary role and giving details of events, e.g. a 

day in the life of a pirate; how I invited… 

In this research, the writer will use personal recount. 

3. The Generic Structure of Recount Text 

The generic structures of recount text are: 

a. Title (Optional) 

It usually summarizes the text inform specific participants. It is 

possible not to give title in our recount. 

b. Part 1: Setting or Orientation 

It provides the background information. It answers the question: 

Who? When? Where? Why? What experiences? 

c. Part 2: List of Events 

It presents events what people do? It tells the events 

chronologically. It uses conjunction or connectives like, first, 

second, then, next, finally, etc. they show the sequence of events. 
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d. Part 3: Reorientation 

It shows the concluding comments. It expresses the writer‟s 

personal opinion regarding the events described. 

(Mukarto, et al. 2007: 62) 

4. The Language Feature of Recount Text 

The language features used in recount text are: 

a. it is written in the past tense form (she walked); 

b. it usually uses the words which link events in time, such as next, 

later, when, then, after, before, first, as soon as; 

c. recount describes events, so plenty of use is made of verb (action 

words) and of adverb (which describe or add more detail to verb); 

d. details are often choosen to add interest or humour to the recount; 

and 

e. use of personal pronouns (I, we, they, she, he), 

The passive voice may be used, eg: the bottle was filled with ink. 

5. Recount Text Assessment 

a. Aspects of Assessment 

Assessment can be defined as a sample taken from a larger 

domain of content and process skills that allows one to infer 

students understanding‟s of a part of the larger domain being 

explored (www.eduplace.com). The teacher and the students need 

to be up to date information about the students‟ abilities, progress, 

and overall development in the language.  
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In this writing recount text, there are some aspects which 

are needed to be assessed. First, grammar is the rules that say how 

words are combined, arranged, and changed to show different 

meaning (Swan, 1996: xxiii). Second, vocabulary is a word like 

ask, wake, play, be, can, which can be used with a subject to form 

the basis of clause (Swan, 1996: xxix). Third, mechanic covers 

spelling, punctuation, names of persons, quotation, capitalization 

and personal names. Fourth, content is words that have meaning 

and can be compared to grammatical words, which are structural. 

The last organization is the internal structure of a piece of writing, 

the thread of central meaning, the pattern that fits the central idea.  

In writing, especially recount text writing, the assessment 

which is used is formative assessment. Formative assessment is 

used to monitor learning progress, detect learning errors, and 

provide a feedback to pupils and teacher. 

There is a large range of formative assessment methods 

available. One of them are homework exercises. These vary in 

purpose.  „Purpose‟ is the key word here.  Students will make good 

use of homework if they feel it is useful, for example, preparation 

of material for a class discussion, seeing how a piece of writing 

ends, developing a skill, are all appealing tasks. The homework 

which will be done by the students is making short paragraph 

dealing with the material given by the teacher. 
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b. Inter Rater 

In writing assessment, there is a need to employ an inter 

rater. Inter rater is intended to demonstrate the equivalence of 

agreement among raters who are collecting data 

(nicedefinition.com). In line with the definition of inter rater, Wang 

(2009: 39) stated that inter rater reliability refers to the degree of 

similarity between different examiners: can two or more 

examiners, without influencing one another, give the same marks 

to the same set of scripts. 

In assessing the students‟ writing, it needs inter rater to 

make the scoring system more objective because there will be two 

raters evaluating students‟ writing. Both have the same position 

and function. 

C. Diary 

1. The Definition of Diary 

Diary is record, written daily or at frequent intervals of the 

experiences, observations, attitudes, etc., of their authors 

(www.education.com). Diary writing is considered to be a very 

personal form of writing. It can be enhanced by imagining situation. 

Though there are no set or regulations for writing diary, there are some 

features of diary writing followed to make it organised, creative, 

comprehensive and interesting. A good and effective diary entry 

should include some of the following points in its format: 
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a. Day, date and time of the entry. 

b. A suitable descriptive heading of the entry you are putting on. 

c. The detailed comprehensive body of the diary entry (i.e contents). 

d. A diary should be written in first person and not in second or third. 

e. A diary does not need to be formal, it can be informal style. 

f. Signature of the write gives it much need authenticity. 

2. The Types of Diary 

There are many different types of diaries. Here are some of them (Mac 

Diary): 

a. Travel Diaries (travelogues) 

Travel diaries include many records made by voyagers. Generally 

speaking, these diaries are centred specifically on the courses of 

where a person has travelled, usually including experiences that 

occurred along the way. 

b. Food Diaries (diet diaries) 

This type of diary is basically a daily record of all the types of 

foods and drinks consumed by a person, usually in order to 

estimate calorie consumption; while tracking calorie 

consumption, a person can see how far he has come in his weight 

loss struggles. 

c. Workout Diaries (exercise diaries) 

Workout diaries are the type of journals where one explains the 

exercise he has recently done, including the duration of the 
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workout, and possibly other information, such as how many 

calories he believes he has burned, or how he feels after the 

workout. 

d. Personal Writing Diaries 

In these diaries, people can write about their thoughts about 

anything they want. For example, someone may write about a 

crush he has on a girl. 

e. Audio Diaries 

Audio diaries utilize spoken words, not written words. Many 

people use tape recorders or voice recorders to talk about parts of 

their lives that are most fascinating, with each event progressing 

to the current situation. 

f. Creative Writing Diary 

Creative writing diaries are used to record stories, poems, lyrics to 

songs, or drawings. Often times, for example, people get thoughts 

that come to mind spontaneously, and they record them in these 

types of diaries. 

g. Memory Diary 

Memory diaries allow people to place precious photos, log details 

about their thoughts, behaviours, and emotions for events that are 

most important to their life. The topics that are put into this diary 

are things that will want to be explored in the future. 
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h. Prayer Diary 

A prayer journal diary is something that holds a person's thoughts 

and feelings concerning life, with the hopes that a greater being 

(i.e., "God") will look at it. 

In this research, the writer will use personal writing diaries. 

3. The Advantages of Diary 

Writing diary is such a simple thing to start, and it has some 

advantages. 

a. Practicing Communication Skill 

One of the most basic benefits about writing in a diary is that 

someone gets practice writing. Just thinking of topics is something 

that many writers struggle with today, and maybe the fact that 

someone started so early is what helps me think of topics so 

readily. 

b. Recording History 

Sometimes, these are helpful to assist someone to remember what 

happened in the past. Someone will want to record important dates, 

like births, marriages, deaths, people moving in and out of the 

town, family reunions, and anything else that someone find worthy 

of mention. 

c. Analyzing Difficult Issues 

Taking the time to list the pros and cons of a situation, and making 

them more concrete, may help someone makes difficult decisions. 
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Writing them down helps someone organizes them and thinks 

through them fully. Sometimes, it is not even the words someone 

writes down that will help someone with his decisions. Sometimes, 

someone thoughts and actions are what help guide him. 

d. Stress Relief 

A diary is a great way to unburden your thoughts and find relief. It 

gets things off your chest and lets you say the things you want to 

say without any repercussions. 

e. Documentation 

Since someone can show his documentation of the incidents over 

time, he can show the facts in detail and more likely to be 

believed.  

f. Monitor goals and track progress 

A diary is a great way to document their goals and monitor the 

results. Someone can monitor which efforts are working and which 

ones are in vain. It keeps him honest and accountable. 

D. Teaching Writing Through English Diary 

Writing is not an easy process. There must be steps in 

arranging a good composition. The students need to find the topics which 

are they want to write. Then, they must be able to distribute the topics into 

some ideas and develop some supporting ideas. Writing process can be 

easier to do if someone makes it as habit. Habitual activity means 

something done as a way of life of someone. Writing diary is related to 
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someone‟s habit in writing. Progoff in Ouazeta (2010: 22) defines diary as 

typically a notebook, booklet of blank pages, or any source for students to 

record thoughts, reactions to learning experiences, and even inner most 

fears about a learning activity. Teacher can use this habit to develop the 

students‟ ability in writing something. It can be easier to write something 

related to someone‟s real life.  

English diary is very effective in learning writing recount 

text. First, diary is based on someone‟s experiences. The students can 

develop their text easily because something they will write is just done, 

and it really exists in their mind. It is simple, but it is very useful for them 

to develop their ability in writing especially in writing recount text. 

Recount text is talking about past experiences or events.  

Second, diary is related with someone‟s real life. In line with 

the explanation before, writing is something done as habit. If the students 

do writing as their habit, they can not find it difficult to write. Diary is 

related with students‟ real life. Finally, the writer uses English diary to 

teach writing recount to make teaching-learning process more effective. 

In the other side, by considering the aspects of writing, 

English diary is very effective to teach writing recount text. English diary 

is totally made by the students. It can be used to know the basic ability of 

the students in writing especially writing recount text. There are some 

aspects of writing: content, grammar and vocabulary. The teacher can see 
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the students‟ mastery of each aspect in their writing diary. It can be 

corrected every meeting by considering the aspects. Indirectly, the ability 

of the students in writing recount will increase. 

Writing English diary means writing something, in this case 

experience which happened in the past. It is very good to help the students 

learn writing recount text. It is the same as writing recount text because 

English diary uses past tense as well. The content of writing can be more 

understood by the students. The words which use are chosen by them self 

to make a good recount text paragraph. So, they can explain to their 

friends as well. Grammatically, the structure of the sentences is similar to 

recount text. Both, writing diary and recount text have the same context in 

the sentence‟s structure. By practicing to write diary, can help the students 

learning recount text. It means that, writing diary can make the students 

develop their recount text writing skill. Then, the use of vocabulary 

between two of diary and recount text is the same. Besides that, the 

students will learn new vocabulary which is commonly used in their daily 

life. It can help the students to familiarize the new vocabularies which are 

usual using in their life. By writing English diary, the students will learn 

about the punctuation, capitalization, or spelling of their own writing. 

Finally, they can make a good paragraph in good organization because 

their writing will be corrected in every meeting. 

Writing through their diary can help the students develop their 

ability in writing recount text because it discusses past experiences done. 
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At the end of the lesson, the teacher asks the students to write a diary 

about their experiences in three days before they write the diary. It can be 

a homework that will be collected in the next meeting. By writing their 

experiences, they can find their ideas easily and develop the ideas without 

any difficulties. Three days are good time because these times are not so 

long to remember something. The students‟ mind is still fresh enough to 

remind all of their experiences and write them in good sentences. Finally, 

English diary can develop their writing skill especially in recount text. The 

teacher can guide each student‟s writing easily. 

E. Recount Text and Diary 

Basically, both of recount text and diary have the same concept. 

It contains of the writer‟s experiences. It talks about past experiences but 

actually, I has some differences. First, recount text is more formal than 

diary. The language and the diction which used for recount text is more 

formal since it will be read by the other one. Diary is less formal, as 

Carson - Newman College stated, diary is an informal record of person‟s 

private life and day to day thought and concern. Second, recount text is 

written by some themes but the diary is free. Considering the diary is 

someone‟s private record, its free for him to write anything. It can help 

someone to explore their idea and develop it without any limitation. 

Based on the explanation previously, it‟s good to teach writing 

recount text through diary. It is because, by writing diary, someone can 
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learn how to write and develop an idea. Then, from the content, it can help 

someone to learn and how to make a good recount text and develop it well. 

F. Basic Assumption 

Based on the explanation before, the use of English diary can 

support learning writing process especially in writing recount. In writing 

something, students can not make it directly in a good composition. The 

students need a lot of practices to apply the writing ability and make it into 

good composition. They must make it as habit so they can make a good 

writing easier.  

Writing diary is related to someone‟s habit in writing because 

diary is related with students‟ real life. If they write something based on 

their habitual activity through diary, they can manage the idea and develop 

it into good sentences. Knowing that recount text in talking about past 

experiences, the diary can help the students to develop their ability in 

writing recount text. 

In line with it, the research result which was done before entitle 

“Improving Students Achievement in Writing Recount Text by Using 

Students Diary” shows that English diary can help the students kept 

moving the score in every test.  The result of the research showed that the 

application of diary writing significantly improved student‟s achievements 

in writing recount text. English diary can help someone to teach writing 
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recount text. Therefore, it can be concluded that English diary is effective 

for teaching writing recount text. 

G. Hypothesis 

By looking at the explanation above, the writer formulates the 

hypothesis that teaching writing recount through English diary at the 

second grade students of SMP Muhammadiyah 1 Purwokerto in academic 

year 2013/2014 is effective. 
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